Q734 Ammo Data Card (ADC) – WARP **Flowdown to Subcontractors Required** (Rev 06/12/20)

This clause requires the following SDRL deliverable(s): S734 - See Exhibit A for details.

The Seller shall prepare Ammunition Data Cards for all production lots in accordance with MIL-STD-1168, and shall ensure the ADC is entered into the Worldwide Ammunition Data Repository Program (WARP) – Munitions History Program electronic system which is located at https://mhpwarp.redstone.army.mil/ for Government Inspection and approval.

A list of part numbers requiring ADCs is included in the Purchase Order (PO) or Section E of the Long Term Agreement (LTA). **Seller shall flow the substance of this clause to its subcontractors supplying components that require ADCs.**

Seller Lot Report submittals shall include of a single paper copy of each Ammunition Data Card.

Part numbers requiring Ammunition Data Cards are included in the Purchase Order (PO) or Section E of the Long Term Agreement (LTA). Subsequent modifications will be flowed through modifications to the PO or LTA.